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A100 | Solid Movable Wall System
Operation and maintenance manual.

The operating procedure is demonstrated to the main contractor at the time of installation. They, in turn, should then pass 
on this knowledge to the end user at the time of handover. We recommend that the crank handle supplied should be kept 
in a secure place to prevent unauthorised operation and loss. 





Closing the A100 Movable Wall System
The operating procedure is demonstrated to the main contractor at the time of installation. 
They, in turn, should then pass on this knowledge to the end user at the time of handover. 

The panels are individually hung one by one in the ceiling track and when they are stacked 
away, the top and bottom seals should have been extended to stop the panels being moved by 
unauthorised people. 

 
The first thing you need to do is to insert the handle in the socket on the side (on the aluminium profile) of the panel and 

turn it anti-clockwise to fully retract the seals (if not fully retracted can cause damage to acoustic rubber seals), then 

remove the handle, the panels should now move freely.

When moving the panels out of the stacking area, it is easiest to hold the panel with both hands at shoulder height and pull 

it out of the stack, turn it onto the main line of the track and move it across the opening to meet fully with the wall post at 

the other side which is fixed to the solid wall.

 

Re-insert the handle whilst keeping the panel in position connected to the wall post, turn the handle clockwise until the 

seals are extended and the panel is held reasonably firmly in position, then stop winding and remove the handle. The wall 

is then built up panel by panel. It may take some practise to build the wall up perfectly first-time, but this will come with 

time and experience.

The last panel is slightly different since it’s normally a ‘telescopic’ panel which is moved into position like the others (watch 

your fingers), but has the crank handle hole on the face of the panel.  As you turn the handle, a vertical seal at the back of 

the panel will extend. To make sure that this seal mates correctly with the wall post keep on winding the handle until both 

this and the top and bottom seals are fully extended.
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Full Height Pass Door Hinged to Solid Wall

In-set Pass Door (Door Within a Movable Wall Panel)

If the last panel is not a telescopic panel it will most likely be a full height pass door 
hinged to the solid wall at one end.

When taking the in-set pass door panel out of the stacking area you move it like 
any other panel.

WARNING:

This panel is opened and closed in the same manner as any normal door and has top and bottom 
seals which are extended as the door is closed by the action of plunger mechanisms in the hinged 
aluminium profile side.

The panel adjacent to the full height pass door always has a rebated profile against which the pass door closes against. It 

is essential the rebated panel is locked into position prior to shutting the door.

On some occasions, (depending on floor finish) in addition to the top and bottom seals, the rebated panel will also include 

a shoot bolt (at the rebated end) which is fitted to the underside of the panel and attached to the bottom seal and will 

locate into a floor keep when the seals are operated, this gives extra support when closing the door. 

Make sure the seals are retracted, which will in turn will activate the safety lock within the panel, 
which will stop the door leaf from opening during the manoeuvring process.

The panel should be moved into position like any basic panel, by locating the pass door into the adjacent panel/wall jamb 

and locking into position with use of the removable handle. 

The use of the handle not only locks the panel into position but also releases the safety lock on the door leaf, provided that 

the seals have been fully extended you should now be able to open the door, however DO NOT! It is highly recommended 

to close the whole wall into position prior to opening the door. We advise that the seals on the inset pass door panel are not 
extended when the panel is stacked, since this would release the safety peg and allow the door leaf to possibly swing open if it 
becomes unlatched.

• Though extra precaution is taken into account with the design of head track on our single point track, when moving 

panels with a single point suspension (one trolley at the top)  please take extra to not ‘tip’ when moving in and out of 

position as this may cause damage to your ceiling panel if the panels isn’t held vertically so that the corners cannot 

damage the ceiling or floor.

• Each panel MUST be operated individually.

 

• Care should be taken not to trap fingers or feet when moving the panels. 

• When moving panels with twin point trolley suspension (double point suspension), difficulty is sometimes 

experienced at track junctions. To avoid this, push the bottom of the panel at a very slight angle towards the branch 

track. This will stop the rollers dropping into the branch track gap and coming to a halt.



Opening the A100 Movable Wall
This is carried out by reversing the closing procedure. First the telescopic panel is loosened and 
manoeuvred into the stack area.

One by one the other panels are stacked in front of the telescopic panel and the seals are extended 
to lock the panels in the stacked position. This prevents overloading of the structure and stops 
unauthorised operation. 
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Maintenance Information
Laminate covered panels should be cleaned with a diluted detergent solution 
containing soap (e.g. washing up liquid or a non-abrasive cleaning spray).

Persistent marks or stains should be removed with a proprietary cleaner suitable for plastics.  
Do not use abrasive cleaners. 

Real wood veneers will require specialist cleaning product suitable for wood.

It is recommended that every 6 months  the old grease should be cleaned from inside the track to remove metallic particles 

in the grease. The bottom flanges inside the track should then be greased using high melting point grease. 

It is easy to tell when enough has been supplied since this is when the harsh metallic noise of rollers on dry tracks becomes 

softer. Do not, however, put so much lubricant on that it is squeezed out by the rollers. 
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Want to Book an Aftercare Service?

01268 420 876

Call our team today to arrange an annual maintenance contract, service (24hour call-outs), 
repair or completion certificate.

Regular Servicing and Excellent Aftercare

A regular service helps the track remain free of any dirt and debris which can collect in 
the tracks over time, maximising the effectiveness and durability of our products.

Panels are easily changed for repair or cosmetic update including an extensive range of colours 
and wood effects to suit your every need!  
 
An annual health and safety service/maintenance/health and safety inspection covers the following:
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Check all track support drop rods and anchor plates are safe.

 Adjust and make level all panels as necessary.

 24 hour call out – As per our terms and conditions.

A thorough check and adjustment of all supporting trolleys and carrier bolts.

Thoroughly test telescopic closure panel.

Provide a full detailed report identifying any further works or parts that may be required.

Make sure jamb posts are safe and secure.

Where fitted, to check and secure locking mechanisms and floor sockets.

Inspection compliance sheet.

De-greasing of tracks.

Full health and safety inspection.

To test operation and leave working correctly and safe.

Completion certificate.
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12 York House

Chase Gardens

Chingford

London

E4 8LD

Activate your warantee. 
Fill out your details via the QR code.


